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emit meaning of emit in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary . verb. [with object] 1Produce and discharge
(something, especially gas or radiation) even the best cars emit carbon dioxide The intensity of the electromagnetic
radiation emitted by a source varies as a function of both frequency and direction. Emit Definition of Emit by
Merriam-Webster ElectroMagnetic Imaging Technology develops instrumentation and software for geophysical
applications. EMITS Invitation To Tender System To emit means to give off or let out, and it usually has a lot to do
with gases, smells and noises. All of which could be potentially embarrassing, depending on Maharam Product
Textiles Emit 023 Sprinkle Emit is not supported anymore. It is still available for download. Thank you for trying it
out.---Your videos, music, photos All the way!Emit allows you to stream emit - when time counts Define emit. emit
synonyms, emit pronunciation, emit translation, English dictionary definition of emit. tr.v. e·mit·ted , e·mit·ting ,
e·mits 1. To give or send out emit - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com emit definition: to send out a beam,
noise, smell, or gas: . Learn more. Socket.IO — Emit cheatsheet emit• But soon after lunar sunrise, it emitted an
extremely powerful blast of radio energy.• The ratios change over time as potassium undergoes radioactive decay
Emit Define Emit at Dictionary.com Synonyms for emit at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for emit. EMIT Program / Home - Forest High School EMIT Logo.
Login. User ID: *. Password: *. invalid user name or password. corner. EMIT E N T I T I E S · LOGIN · ESA Home
Page · Industry Information · Entity Registration · Service Desk · Help. User: Guest. ESA News News ·
Procurement Review emit (verb) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary IT Solutions Dublin, IT Support,
Managed Services, Networking, Consulting, Project Management, Office 365, Dynamics 365 find out how we can
help you Call . About - EMIT Verb: emit (emitted,emitting) imit. Expel (gases or odours) - breathe, pass off · Give
off, send forth, or discharge as of light, heat, or radiation, vapour, etc. Serverless Framework Commands - Emit
Emit definition: If something emits heat , light, gas , or a smell , it produces it and sends it out by. Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples. GitHub - primus/primus-emit: Emitting events between server and .
EMITs goal is to help simplify the engineering challenges that are linked to your customer-driven design by
providing timely project estimates and detailed . The Company EMIT Group - Ercole Marelli Impianti Tecnologici .
Define emit (verb) and get synonyms. What is emit (verb)? emit (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by
Macmillan Dictionary. About us Emit emit (third-person singular simple present emits, present participle emitting,
simple past and past participle emitted). (transitive) to send out or give off quotations Emit - Apps on Google Play I
LOVED this immersive theater [production of The Tempest]. In my mind, it was cool to see each actors
interpretation of their character. Also, I think just learning Urban Dictionary: Emit The EMIT Group Ercole Marelli
Impianti Tecnologici S.r.l. operates in Italy and worldwide in the activity of Engineering, Procurement and
Construction (E.P.C.) emit Definition of emit in English by Oxford Dictionaries Word Root of emit. The Latin word
mittere, meaning “to send,” and its form missus give us the roots mit and miss. Words from the Latin mittere have
something to do with sending. A missile is an object, such as a bullet, arrow, or rocket, that is sent through the air
so as to hit a target. emit - Wiktionary The Educational Mobile Immersive Theatre (EMIT) was founded by Gianna
Cioffi, Amy Frey, JoLisa Jones, and Amanda Urban. It formed from a desire to create ANSYS EMIT Technical
Features verb emits, emitting or emitted (tr) to give or send forth dischargethe pipe emitted a stream of water. to
give voice to uttershe emitted a shrill scream. physics to give off (radiation or particles) to put (currency) into
circulation. Emit - Wikipedia Emit is a panel and upholstery textile that is part of Maharams collection. emit Meaning
in the Cambridge English Dictionary io.on(connect, onConnect) function onConnect(socket) // sending to the client
socket.emit(hello, can you hear me?, 1, 2, abc) // sending to all clients except EMIT ANSYS EMIT is used to
predict radio frequency interference (RFI) in complex environments containing multiple RF systems that must
operate simultaneously. EMIT - Geophysical Instrumentation & Software Emit may refer to: Emit, North Carolina,
an unincorporated community Em:t Records, a British record label that specializes in ambient music Emmet
(Cornish), . Emit Your videos, music, photos. All the way! #Emit. The emit command emits an event to a serverless
service serverless emit -n my.event -d foo:bar # Shorthand sls emit -n my.event -d foo:bar EMIT Technology Co.,
LTD ?Environmental Management · RoHS Policy · News/Events · Map · Contact Us. COPYRIGHT© 2014 EMIT
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Emit - definition of emit by The Free Dictionary HISTORY.
Emit AS is the result of a merger between Regnly AS and Time Tech AS. The merger took place on 01/01/1995.
Time Tech AS was founded by Sven EMIT Technologies: Home The Engineering and Manufacturing Institute of
Technology (EMIT) is located on the campus of Forest High School. EMIT is an Engineering Magnet program Emit
- WordWeb Online Emit is a godly figure located at the Forums of Flashindustries.com. He has been an admin, a
mod, and has even been banned at one point in time. All users Emit Synonyms, Emit Antonyms Thesaurus.com
emit - when time counts. We have more than 30 years experience in development, production and sale of
timekeeping equipment and result systems. Everything ?EMIT - Transforming Business Through Technology
README.md. primus-emit. Version npm Build Status Dependencies Coverage Status IRC channel. The
primus-emit module adds client-server and Emit definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Listen to music,
view photos or watch videos directly from your PC/Mac/Linux on iOS/Android/WebBrowser!

